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Barbhag College is affiliated to Gauhati University and follows the curriculum recommended by the 

university. The College ensures that the curriculum transaction is an organized process to continue the 

standard of teaching-learning process of the College. The College has a specific feedback mechanism for 

the improvement of the academic atmosphere. The IQAC of Barbhag College evolved a devised 

structured questionnaire where formal offline feedbacks on the curriculum and its transaction are 

obtained basically from teachers and students. 

Process of Feedback: 

• Students: Student’s feedback is taken at the end of final semester classes.  

• Teachers: An annual feedback is taken as per the decision of the Academic Council from teachers 

which is supportive for the overall academic improvement of the College. 

Details of Analysis of Feedback 

During the academic session 2017-18 a total number of 945 students were studying in the final 

semester classes of BA and BSc programme and the feedback form on syllabus and its transaction has 

been distributed offline to the student out of which 20 percent responded to it that is 200 feedback 

forms on curriculum returned and the basis of the response given by students it has come to light that 

most of the students expresses satisfaction at the syllabus of the Gauhati University. But there is a 

marked improvement in respect of responding to the feedback system by the students.The response of 

the students has been found in the following manner. 

 

 

 Attributed of Syllabus Evaluated 5 4 3 2 1 

1 
Extent of syllabi covered in the Class 

ত োমোৰ তেণী  পোঠ্যক্ৰম সমূ্পণণৰূপপ সমোপ্ত হয়পে ? 51.33% 27.8% 10.6% 5.1% 5% 

2 

Satisfied with the distribution of content across 
papers 
পোঠ্যক্ৰমৰ বববভন্ন পত্ৰৰ মোজ  ববষয়বস্তুৰ বব ৰণ 
সপতোষজেক 

64.16% 14% 12.25% 3% 6.58% 

3 
Incorporation of relevant materials 
প্ৰোসংবিক ববষয়বস্তুৰ অতভভ ণবি 

52.80% 27.16% 10.42% 5.16% 4.85% 

4 What is your opinion about library holdings for the 82.9% 10.33% 1% 2% 3.76% 



syllabus of your course 
ত োমোৰ পোঠ্যক্ৰমৰ লি  সংিব পূণণ পযণোপ্ত সহোয়ক গ্ৰন্থ 
মহোববদ্যোলয়ৰ পভবঠ্ভঁৰোল  থকো বভবল ভোবোপে? 

5 

Is this syllabus designed according to students 
understanding power 
ছোত্ৰ-ছোত্ৰীৰ তবোধিময তহোৱোকক পোঠ্যক্ৰম যভগু  কৰো হহপছপে? 

60.58% 5.5% 29.83% 3% 1.08% 

6 

Are you satisfied with the Teaching-Learning 
practices conducted in the institution? 
অেভষ্ঠোে  প্ৰচবল  বিক্ষোদ্োে আৰু বিক্ষোগ্ৰহণ পদ্ধব    ভ বম 
সন্তুষ্টপে? 

78.5% 4.5% 10.08% 3.91% 3% 

7 

Are you satisfied with the Assessment process of 
your curriculum? 
ত োমোৰ পোঠ্যক্ৰমৰ মূলযোয়ে পদ্ধব    ভ বম সন্তুষ্টপে? 

68.6% 7. 16% 12.58% 6.58% 5% 

8 

Opportunity for students to participate in student 
exchange programme, field visit 

ছোত্ৰ বববেময় বযৱস্থো আৰু তক্ষত্ৰ পবৰদ্িণে ববষয়  ছোত্ৰ-ছোত্ৰীৰ 
অংিগ্ৰহণৰ সভপযোি-সভববধো 

52.25% 21.08% 20.25% 3.66% 2.75% 

9 
Timely announcement of examination results 

পৰীক্ষোৰ ফলোফল সময়মপ  ত োষণো তহোৱো বভবল ভোবোপে? 
64.41% 20.08% 7. 66% 2.89% 4.92% 

10 
Overall impression on the syllabus 

পোঠ্যক্ৰমৰ ওপৰ  সোমবগ্ৰক ধোৰণো 
60% 23.66% 8.41% 5.75% 2.16% 
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